LiTE-HAUS wants BERLIN-based artists who can exhibit up to 4 artworks for a SMALL WORKS group show. Spri
exhibition date to be determined.
We will accept:
Paintings
Collage (Digital or Analog)
Illustration/Drawings
Textiles
Assemblage/Bas-Relief
Digital Art
Photo-based art
We will not accept:
Beauty or Fashion Photography
Sculpture
Video
Size: Maximum 50 cm (width) x 50 cm (height). There is some flexibility about size, but smaller works will be
selected first.
Deadline: 12.May 24:00 (midnight)
Artists must deliver and pick up in person. The galerie does not have storage space. All packaging must be taken
when you deliver your work.
This group exhibition will be displayed in one of our three rooms. You cannot choose where your art will be hung.
LiTE-HAUS is a non-profit organization (Ad Finem gGmbH).This is not a funded project. No grant was received.
Every chosen artist gives a donation based on the number of artworks. Artists contribute €40 with first artwork
selected. €10 for the second. €5 each for the next 4. So if all 6 artworks are accepted - your contribution is €70.
Gallery commission is 40%. The artist's share is 60% of the sale. THINK about that when you price your work
later.
You must have a tax identification number, and proof that you are allowed to earn income in the EU when you
sign your contract.
Upload here a maximum of 10 files as PNG or JPEG no larger than 1MB each. No PDF. Remember only 1 to 6
works will be selected.
Name your files: LASTNAME_FIRSTNAME_WIDTHxHEIGHT_NUMBER. (Example:
MERKEL_ANGELA_50x40_1). Number the files 1 to 10. The dimensions should be in centimeters, width x
height. Measurements must include the frame. Do not add any more information to the file name. If you do not
name your files correctly, your submission will not be reviewed, seriously. We do not need to know the name of
your work or the price for this application. We will get that information later if you are accepted.
LiTE-HAUS staff are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 and follow whatever the current rules are.
Apply here via Google form https://forms.gle/7e7urZEa8XRGULaw8

